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†Condensed Matter Physics Department, Jozef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia; and ‡EN-FIST Centre of Excellence, Ljubljana, SloveniaABSTRACT A microscale mathematical model of blood clot dissolution based on coarse-grained molecular dynamics is pre-
sented. In the model, a blood clot is assumed to be an assembly of blood cells interconnected with elastic fibrin bonds, which are
cleaved either biochemically (bond degradation) or mechanically (bond overstretching) during flow-mediated thrombolysis. The
effect of a thrombolytic agent on biochemical bond degradation was modeled phenomenologically by assuming that the decay
rate of an individual bond is a function of the remaining noncleaved bonds in the vicinity of that bond (spatial corrosion) and the
relative stretching of the bond (deformational corrosion). The results of simulations indicate that the blood clot dissolution
process progresses by a blood-flow-promoted removal of clot fragments, the sizes of which are flow-dependent. These findings
are in good agreement with the results of our recent optical-microscopy experimental studies on a model of blood clot dissolu-
tion, as well as with clinical observations. The findings of this study may contribute to a better understanding of the clot fragmen-
tation process and may therefore also help in designing new, safer thrombolytic approaches.INTRODUCTIONThrombolysis (blood clot dissolution) is a widely used clin-
ical approach for the restoration of vessel patency after
a partial or complete blood-flow obstruction in massive
thrombosis. It is used in the treatment of ischemic cerebro-
vascular stroke and pulmonary embolism or as a supportive
treatment in acute arterial and deep-vein thrombosis (1–4).
Thrombolysis is initiated by the administration of a throm-
bolytic agent (e.g., recombinant tissue plasmin activator
(rt-PA)) into the circulatory system. Biochemically, throm-
bolysis is the proteolysis of a fibrin network, which is
triggered by a thrombolytic agent initiating a conversion
of the inactive proenzyme plasminogen to the active serine
plasmin.
Although thrombolysis is a cascadelike biochemical
process with a number of various proteins involved, it is
also highly dependent on the hemodynamic conditions at
the site of the clot. The authors of several experimental
in vitro studies that used various imaging modalities
(magnetic resonance imaging, optical photography) and
analyzed vessel occlusion during thrombolysis of model
blood clots as a function of time concluded that the rate
of thrombolysis is positively correlated with the flow rate
of streaming blood (5–8). These results motivated the devel-
opment of various mathematical models of blood clot
dissolution (7,9,10). The focus of study of these models
was the change in concentrations of the major components
of the fibrinolytic system, as well as energy deposition into
the clot’s superficial layers by way of streaming blood. In
experimental studies, imaging resolution has allowed obser-
vation of blood clot dissolution only macroscopically, andSubmitted August 14, 2012, and accepted for publication January 22, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/03/1181/10 $2.00theoretical models of thrombolysis have considered blood
clot to be a homogeneous continuous medium. As blood
clots have a complex microscopic structure, additional anal-
ysis of thrombolysis at the microscopic level is needed.
Optical microscopy has been found to be convenient for
studying blood clot structure and interactions between
different blood clot components. These components (plate-
lets, red blood cells (RBCs), and fibrin meshwork) were
discriminated through the use of different fluorescent dyes
(11). Platelets play a crucial role in the formation and
compactness of the fibrin meshwork in the clot. However,
platelets are not the most abundant blood cells in the clot.
According to Bajd and co-workers (12), the abundance of
RBCs is >90% of the clot volume, whereas the abundance
of platelets and fibrin meshwork is <10% of the volume.
Recently, optical microscopy was also employed in a study
of ultrasound-enhanced thrombolysis with rt-PA-loaded
echogenic liposomes (13). Similar studies using optical
microscopy were done on a retracted model of whole-blood
clots in an artificial perfusion system (14,15). In these
studies, blood clot degradation during rt-PA-mediated
thrombolysis enabled both size measurement of a nonlysed
blood clot as a function of time and analysis of the size of
the removed clot fragments. The size may range from single
blood cells up to large blood cell clusters of several thou-
sand blood cells when thrombolysis is promoted by fast
blood flow. The presence of such fragments poses a possible
risk for further embolization in the microvasculature down-
stream from the site of the clot (16).
The fragmentation of different materials, e.g., plastic
micrometer-size spheres impacting a hard wall (17) and the
erosion of a nonpassive alloy with microscopic solid parti-
cles (18), has been studied successfully by numerical simula-
tion. Both of the studies cited used the discrete-elementhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.01.029
FIGURE 1 A sequence of optical microscopy images of a retracted
model blood clot during rt-PA-mediated thrombolysis with faster plasma
flow (top-down view) acquired at 15-s intervals. The images show removal
of clot fragments from the clot in the observation chamber, which is con-
nected to a perfusion system. The removed fragments traveled with plasma
1182 Bajd and Sersamethod, in which the studied material was composed of
interacting microscopic spheres. The interaction included
different phenomena (stretching, bending, and twisting),
and the dynamics of each spherewas calculated using amodi-
fied coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) approach
based on Newton’s laws (19). A similar numerical study
using the discrete-element method approach was performed
by Miyazaki and colleagues. In that study, thrombosis
and thrombolysis processes were simulated by modeling
mechanical interactions between blood flow, platelets, vessel
wall, and the von Willebrand factor (20). An alternative
method to simulation of thrombosis was proposed by Fili-
povic et al., who used a dissipative particle dynamics
approach to simulate thrombosis in amicrovessel with a solid
narrowing (21). Moreover, advanced numerical algorithms
based on mobility matrix formalism were successfully
applied to simulate platelet adhesion and platelet aggrega-
tion that were regulated by fibrinogen and the vonWillebrand
factor in a simple uniform shear background flow in a two-
dimensional microvessel (22). This formalism enables an
elegant consideration of hydrodynamic interactions among
particles immersed in a fluid medium. However, it is appli-
cable only in systems with few particles (23) due to its
high computational load.
The goal of this study is to introduce a microscale math-
ematical model of blood clot dissolution that explains the
experimental findings of our previous studies on the dissolu-
tion of retracted model blood clots (14,15). In those studies,
sequential images of whole-blood clot microscale fragmen-
tation in simulated venous hemodynamic conditions were
obtained by optical microscopy (Fig. 1). Our hypothesis is
that blood clot dissolution is a corrosion-erosion process.
In the model, blood clot was composed of randomly distrib-
uted, spherically shaped blood cells interconnected by
elastic fibrin bonds, and the dynamics of the cells was
calculated by coarse-grained MD. The concomitant effect
of biochemical corrosion and mechanical erosion was
analyzed in terms of noncleaved bonds between blood cells
and fragments formed as a function of time.flow (white arrow). Scale bar, 250 mm.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Initial blood clot structure
The blood clot was modeled as an assembly of equal spherical blood cells
with radius R ¼ 5 mm. The cells were arranged in a three-dimensional
wedge-shaped assembly that had the regular structure of a simple cubic
Bravais lattice with a side a0¼ 20 mm. The assembly was placed in a perfu-
sion chamber with its nondiagonal long faces placed against the bottom and
side chamber walls (Fig. 2 A). For each blood cell in the assembly, the near-
est-neighbor cells, as well as the next-nearest-neighbor and third-next-near-
est-neighbor cells, were determined. A nonsuperficial cell in the assembly
had 6 nearest-neighbor bonds, 12 next-nearest-neighbor bonds, and 8 third-
next-nearest-neighbor bonds, which yielded 26 bonds/cell. Cells were then
randomly displaced from their original positions using displacement
vectors of random direction and random amplitude ranging from 0 to 0.2
a0. This was followed by a calculation of the equilibrium lengths of theBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190fibrin fibers interconnecting neighboring blood cells. The initial equilibrium
structure of the blood clot with interconnected blood cells is shown in
Fig. 2 B, and a detailed view of the model clot interior is depicted in
Fig. 2 C. In the figure, red spheres correspond to blood cells, and gray
bars correspond to fibrin bonds interconnecting the neighboring cells.Equation of motion
The blood cell dynamics was calculated using Newton’s second law, which
is a fundamental equation in molecular dynamics simulations (19). For a
selected (ith) blood cell within a blood clot, the governing equation of
motion is therefore
ma
.
iðtÞ ¼
X
j¼ 1
F
.b
i;jðtÞ þ F
.d
i ðtÞ þ F
.B
i ðtÞ þ F
.g
i þ F
.
i
g; (1)
FIGURE 2 Modeling of the initial blood clot structure. (A) Blood cells
were arranged in a wedge-shaped assembly positioned along one edge
of a rectangular flow channel. (B) Blood cells were randomly displaced
from their original positions in the cubic grid arrangement and intercon-
nected with elastic fibrin bonds. (C) Each blood cell was connected to
neighboring cells by up to 26 bonds.
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.
iðtÞ is the cell acceleration, which
is proportional to the sum of all forces exerted on the cell. In the model, it is
assumed that five forces act on each blood cell in the clot: binding force,
F
.b
i;jðtÞ, as a consequence of fibrin fibers interconnecting neighboring blood
cells; net drag force, F
.d
i ðtÞ, proportional to the velocity of the blood cell
relative to background plasma velocity; stochastic Brownian force, F
.B
i ðtÞ,
induced by random collisions between the blood cells; and the surrounding
plasma medium gravitational ðF.gi Þ and buoyant ðF
.
i
gÞ forces.
The binding force was modeled by the Kelvin-Voigt model, which takes
into account the viscoelastic properties of fibrin fibers (22):F
.b
i;jðtÞ ¼
"
kFb
 r.i;jðtÞ  r.i;jð0Þ
 hFb
 r.i;jðtÞ  r.i;jðt  DtÞ
Dt
#
r
.
i;jðtÞ r.i;jðtÞ:
(2)
Here, coefficients kFb and hFb correspond to effective fibrin-bond stiffness
(or a spring constant) and a fibrin viscous coefficient, respectively; and
r
.
i;jðtÞ ¼ r.jðtÞ  r.iðtÞ and r.i;jð0Þ ¼ r.jð0Þ  r.ið0Þ correspond to the
present and the initial difference, respectively, between the positions of
neighboring (ith and jth) blood cells.
The net drag force on the spherical blood cell includes the fluid-structure
interaction between plasma flow and the blood clot (24):
F
.d
i ðtÞ ¼ 6phpR

v
.
iðtÞ  v.pi ðtÞ

; (3)
where hp is blood plasma viscosity, v
.
iðtÞ is the current velocity of the
blood cell, and v
.pðtÞ is the background plasma velocity at the site of thei
blood cell.
The net effect of stochastic Brownian force on each cell, F
.t
BðiÞ,
was approximated by normally distributed vectors with varianceﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2kBT  6phpR dðt  t0 Þ
q
. Here, kB ¼ 1.38  1023 J/K is the Boltzmann
constant; T ¼ 310 K is an absolute physiological temperature; and dðt  t0 Þ
is the Dirac delta function (24). The gravitational force was equal to
F
.g ¼ mg bez, and the buoyant force was equal to F.g ¼ mpg bez. Here,
g ¼ 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration; bez is a unit vector in the
z direction; and mp denotes a mass of displaced blood plasma.
In the simulation, initial blood cell positions were defined by the above-
described blood clot structure while the initial blood cell velocities were
equal to zero. Blood cells next to the chamber walls remained fixed at
their initial positions during all simulation steps, whereas the positions
of the other blood cells were calculated using the explicit integration
method at each simulation time step (18,25). Cell positions were calculated
at the next simulation step from their previous positions using the
Verlet algorithm (26),
r
.
iðt þ DtÞ ¼ 2 r.iðtÞ  r.iðt  DtÞ þ Dt
2
m
F
.
iðtÞ; (4)
and their corresponding velocities were calculated using the relation
v
.
iðt þ DtÞ ¼ ð r.iðt þ DtÞ  r.iðtÞÞ=Dt. Collisions of blood cells with
chamber walls were modeled by a bounce-back reflection (21). In the
model, contact steric forces between cells were neglected to reduce the
computational load. Hydrodynamic interactions among neighboring blood
cells, which resulted from plasma flow alterations due to the presence of
blood cells, were also neglected for the same reason. The rotational motion
of individual blood cells was neglected as well (18,22).Hemodynamic conditions
The background plasma flow velocity, v
.pðtÞ, in the observation chamber
was calculated by solving the Womersley equation (27), i.e., the Navier-
Stokes equation for incompressible Newtonian fluid in the Stokesian
approximation
r
v v
.pðtÞ
vt
¼ VpðtÞ þ hpD v.pðtÞ: (5)
The pressure gradient was assumed to involve the superposition of a
constant pressure gradient (with amplitude A ) that maintains a net flow1
rate through the chamber and a pulsatile sinusoidal pressure gradient that
mimics heart pulsations (with amplitude A2 and frequency n ¼ u=2p),Biophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190
1184 Bajd and Sersai.e., VpðtÞ ¼ A1bey þ A2 sinðutÞbey. Flow in a rectangular flow channel
with no-slip boundary conditions can be solved analytically using Eq. 5
and the Fourier series approach (28):
v
.pðtÞ ¼ vp1bey þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃImðvp2 Þ2 þ Reðvp2 Þ2q
 sin

ut þ arctan

Imðvp2 Þ
Reðvp2 Þ
bey; (6)
where the contributions associated with a time-independent pressure
gradient and that associated with a time-dependent pressure gradient
were equal to
vp1 ¼
4A1a
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;
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
;
respectively. Here, 2a and 2b are the channel cross-section width and
height; bn ¼ ð2n 1Þp=2 and gm ¼ ð2m 1Þpa=2b are the corresponding
wave numbers; C ¼ ru=A2 is a frequency-dependent constant; i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p is
the complex unity; and K is the upper summation limit.Modeling corrosion and erosion processes
A corrosion process promotes blood clot dissolution by inducing the decay
of fibrin bonds. In the model, a binary value corresponding to the existence
of a bond between two neighboring cells (the ith and jth cells) is assigned
the parameter xi;jðtÞ, i.e., 1 for an existing bond and 0 for the removed bond.
Therefore, for each cell in the assembly, the integrity of its all-interconnect-
ing bonds can be defined by the cell-bond integrity (CBI) function,
CBIiðtÞ ¼ 1
26
X26
j¼ 1
xi;jðtÞ: (7)
This function controls the rate at which the corrosion process progresses.
Namely, it is assumed that a decay rate of a given bond is reciprocal to
the CBI of both blood cells interconnected by the bond. This effect of
bond decay is referred to as spatial corrosion. In addition to spatial corro-
sion, bond decay was also assumed to be dependent on relative bond
stretching, the effect referred to as deformational corrosion. Spatial and
deformational corrosion therefore determine the bond decay rate (BDR):
BDRi;jðtÞ ¼ ai þ aj
2

2 CBIiðtÞ  CBIjðtÞ
	þ bi;jεi;jðtÞ; (8)
where εi;jðtÞ ¼ j r.i;jðtÞj=j r.i;jð0Þj  1 is the relative bond stretching, and ai
and bi,j correspond to spatial corrosion and deformational corrosion param-
eters, respectively. The parameters are random numbers uniformly distrib-
uted in intervals ai˛½0;amax and bi;j˛½0; bmax. The degree of BD due to
both corrosion processes can therefore be obtained as a time integral of
the BDR:Biophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190BDi;jðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
BDRi;j

t
0	
dt
0
: (9)
A bond is removed either when it is chemically totally degraded (BDi,j ¼ 1)
or when it is mechanically overstretched. Fibrin fibers are extremely elasticdue to the coiled structure of fibrin macromolecules (29), and they can be
elastically stretched up to 300% (30). Therefore, it is assumed in the model
that a fibrin bond breaks at εi,j > 2, in which case the bond is no longer
present at all subsequent times:
xi;jðtÞ ¼


0 ; BDi;jðtÞ ¼ 1 n εi;jðtÞ>2
1 ; otherwise
: (10)
Bond removal due to fibrin-bond overstretching can be considered the cause
of an erosion process. The process is induced by the mechanical forces ofstreaming plasma.
As corrosion and erosion processes act in parallel, their combined effect
can be modeled by a modified fibrin-fiber spring constant for corrosion and
a modified viscous coefficient for the fibrin fiber:
kFb i;jðtÞ ¼ kFb xi;jðtÞ

1 BDi;jðtÞ
	
hFb i;jðtÞ ¼ hFb xi;jðtÞ

1 BDi;jðtÞ
	 : (11)
Blood cells next to the chamber walls were not subjected to the corrosion
processes.Simulation parameters
In the simulation, a wedge-shaped blood clot with dimensions 30 20
15 a30 (length, width, and height) was composed of 4950 blood cells of
a density equal to RBC density, i.e., r ¼ 1110 kg/m3 (31). The fibrin-
bond spring constant, kFb ¼ pr2FbE=L ¼ 0:013 N=m, of the Kelvin-Voigt
model was calculated from the results of fibrin-fiber stretching experiments
(32). In those studies, the Young modulus, E ¼ 1.9 MPa, was measured on
fibrin segments of length L ¼ 9.2 mm and radius rFb ¼ 143 nm. Another
parameter of the Kelvin-Voigt model is a viscous coefficient of a fibrin fiber,
which was assumed to be equal to hFb ¼ 4.6  103 N/(m/s) (22).
The clot was positioned in a flow chamber with dimensions of width
2a ¼ 5 mm and height 2b ¼ 1 mm. The chamber was perfused with blood
plasma of density rp ¼ 1035 kg/m3 and viscosity hp ¼ 1.4 103 Pas (33).
A pressure-gradient-driven plasma flow was calculated, using Eq. 6,
for slow (A1 ¼ 145 Pa/m ¼ 1.1 mmHg/m), faster (A1 ¼ 1450 Pa/m ¼
11.0 mmHg/m), and extremely fast plasma flow (A1 ¼ 60,000 Pa/m ¼
4580 mmHg/m). In all three flow regimes, the amplitude of the pulsatile
flow component was assumed to be A2 ¼ 0.1A1, with a frequency of flow
pulsations of y ¼ 2 Hz.
The upper summation limit K ¼ 5 and the optimal simulation time step
Dt ¼ 3 ms were determined from parallel simulations. The first parameter
represents the best compromise between calculation precision and compu-
tational load, whereas the second parameter corresponds to the largest
simulation time step at which the clot assembly was numerically stable.
A total of 90,000 simulation time steps were performed for each plasma-
flow regime, which corresponded to 270 ms of real-time clot dissolution.
The numerical simulations were implemented in the C-programming
code, which was compiled and run on a desktop PC (2.0 GHz, 3 GB
RAM). On average, each simulation took 3 h.Visualization and quantification of the simulation
results
Blood cell positions, along with the corresponding noncleaved bonds, were
dynamically sampled every 300 simulation time steps, stored, and later
rendered using the Persistence of Vision Raytracer (POV-Ray) program
MD Study of Thrombolysis 1185(Victoria, Australia). Visualization of the corrosion process was based on an
average bond decay defined by
P26
j¼1BDi;jðtÞ=26; i.e., cells were colored ac-
cording to the value of the average bond decay: 0–0.33 (red), 0.33–0.66
(orange), 0.66–0.99 (yellow), and 0.99–1.00 (blue). Blood clot dissolution
was quantified in terms of the total bond integrity (TBI), which corresponds
to the proportion of existing bonds:
TBIðtÞ ¼
P
isj
xi;jðtÞP
isj
xi;jð0Þ
: (12)
Bond degradation that is mainly a consequence of biochemical clot
degradation and mechanical overstretching is accompanied by removal ofsingle blood cells, as well larger cell clusters, from the clot surface. In
our simulation, the remaining clot and the removed clot fragments were
calculated by a recursion-based subroutine every 300 simulation time steps.
In the subroutine, the blood cells of the removed fragments had no bonds
to the remaining clot ðxi;jðtÞ ¼ 0Þ; however, they could still have bonds
between cells within the fragment ðxi;jðtÞ ¼ 1Þ. Clot-dissolution (CD)
curves were calculated as proportions of blood cells in the remaining clot
assembly, and the removed clot fragments were sampled and sorted into
clot-fragment size (CFS) distributions. In addition, for each time interval,
the maximum clot fragment size (CFS-max) was calculated. For each set
of simulation parameters, three simulation runs were performed, each
with a different random generator seed, and the results of these runs were
combined. Thus, the blood cell count for the CD dynamics was three times
larger than the number of cells in the individual clot assembly.RESULTS
TBI and CD curves
The effect of spatial corrosion and deformational corrosion
on the progression of blood clot dissolution is presented in
Fig. 3 as a series of simulation results showing TBI curves
(open symbols) and CD curves (solid symbols). The simula-tions were performed with either slow (Fig. 3, A and C)
or faster (Fig. 3, B andD) plasma flow and with a prevalence
of either spatial corrosion (amaxs 0 s1 and bmax ¼ 0 s1;
Fig. 3, A and B) or deformational corrosion (amax ¼ 0 s1
and bmax s 0 s1; Fig. 3, C and D). TBI and CD curves
are initially flat (BD was initially close to zero), whereas
in the subsequent simulation time steps, the curves
decreased with increased dissolution time. By the end of
dissolution, the curves gradually reach plateaus due to
slowed dissolution of the remaining blood clot.
In the simulations of Fig. 3, the slopes of TBI and CD
curves decrease with increased corrosion parameters amax
and bmax. TBI curves are below the corresponding CD
curves, i.e., the removal of blood cells is conditioned by
a sufficient degradation of the bonds connecting the cells.
Assuming a Boltzmann sigmoidal shape of these curves,
ðyðtÞ ¼ ðy1  y2Þ=ð1þ eðtt0Þ=DÞ þ y2Þ, the largest decrease
(i.e., at t ¼ t0) in the TBI curve occurred on average
2.1 5 0.1 times faster than the largest decrease of the cor-
responding CD curve. From the results, it can be seen that
plasma flow velocity has a negligible effect on dissolution
curves in simulations with spatial corrosion only (Fig. 3,
A and B). However, in simulations with deformational
corrosion only, the effect of flow on dissolution curves is
considerable (Fig. 3, C and D). In Fig. 3, A, B, and D,
some CD curves are discontinuous, i.e., curves have several
leaps. Each leap is associated with a removal of at least one
larger clot fragment.
Fig. 4 depicts the combined effect of spatial and deforma-
tional corrosion (amax¼ 10 s1 and bmax¼ 1000 s1) on the
progression of blood clot dissolution for slow and faster
plasma flow. The progression is presented in terms of TBI,FIGURE 3 TBI curves (open symbols) and the
corresponding CD curves (solid symbols) with
slow (A and C) and faster (B and D) plasma flow
and with either spatial corrosion only (A and B)
or deformational corrosion only (C and D). Each
leap in CD curves is associated with removal of
one or more larger fragments from the clot. Dashed
arrows indicate an increasing trend of corrosion
parameters.
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FIGURE 4 (A) TBI curves (open symbols), CD
curves (solid symbols), and normalized CFS-max
curves (symbols connected by lines) as a function
of time for slow flow (squares) and faster flow
(diamonds), with both corrosion parameters
nonzero. (B) The corresponding CFS distributions
at selected simulation times: t ¼ 0.10, 0.15,
0.20, 0.25 s.
TABLE 1 Clot dissolution rates and final proportions of
a dissolved clot with slow vs. faster flow
Slow flow Faster flow
Peak values dTBI/dt (s1) 9.7 18
dCD/dt (s1) 23 108
normalized CFS-max (1) 0.04 0.25
Final values TBI (1) 0.13 0.10
CD (1) 0.53 0.34
Peak values of TBI and CD slopes and of normalized CFS-max curves for
slow and faster flow, as well as the corresponding final values of TBI and
CD curves. The values correspond to simulation results presented in Fig. 4A.
1186 Bajd and SersaCD, and normalized (to the total number of cells in the
assembly) CFS-max curves (Fig. 4 A), and by CFS distribu-
tions at four selected simulation time steps (Fig. 4 B). As can
be seen from the graphs in Fig. 4 A, the TBI and CD curves
decrease with increased simulation time in both flow
regimes. The TBI was initially unimpaired, for ~0.05 s
with both flow regimes, and then started to decrease. As
expected, the corresponding CD curves follow the profiles
of the TBI curves, but with a time delay. CD curves were
initially equal to unity, meaning that no fragments were
removed from the clot assembly, and they started decreasing
at 0.15 s and 0.10 s, respectively, with slow and faster
plasma flow. The TBI slope, CD slope, and normalized
CFS-max peak values, as well as the corresponding final
TBI and CD values, are presented in Table 1. As can be
seen from the graphs of CFS distributions in Fig. 4 B, whichBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190depict size distributions of all the fragments removed until
the specified observation time point, the sizes of the
removed fragments and their count change with time as
well as with the hemodynamic conditions of streaming
MD Study of Thrombolysis 1187plasma. In the simulations with faster plasma flow, both the
single-cell fragment count and the CFS-max value were
considerably larger. The removed single-cell fragments
still dominated, and their count increased; CFS-max also
changed with dissolution time, the peak coinciding with
the most intense CD-curve decrease. The count of single-
cell fragments and CFS-max values for slow and faster
flow at four different dissolution times corresponding to
CFS distributions in Fig. 4 B are given in Table 2.FIGURE 5 Snapshots of the three-dimensional blood clot assembly
during its dissolution with slow and faster plasma flow at two selected simu-
lation times (t ¼ 0.1 and 0.2 s). The total number of removed clot frag-
ments, as well as their average size, increased with increased plasma flow
velocities. Individual bonds in partially dissolved clot fragments can be
seen clearly in simulations with both plasma flow regimes. Some of the
removed clot fragments are not visible, as they traveled out of the selected
field of view.Clot-dissolution snapshots
Fig. 5 depicts snapshots of a partially dissolved blood clot
assembly along with the removed clot fragments at different
times of dissolution (matching those in Fig. 4 B at t ¼ 0.1
and 0.2 s) with slow and faster plasma flow. The dissolu-
tion process was simulated with nonzero spatial and defor-
mational corrosion parameters (amax ¼ 10 s1, bmax ¼
1000 s1). From the simulated snapshots it can be seen
that with slow plasma flow no blood cells were removed
from the clot at t ¼ 0.1 s, whereas the number of fragments
removed increased at t ¼ 0.2 s; the sizes of the removed
fragments ranged from single-cell fragments to fragments
composed of a few interconnected blood cells and finally
to larger fragments. With faster plasma flow, smaller frag-
ments were removed from the clot by t ¼ 0.1 s, whereas
by t¼ 0.2 s the fragment sizes were on average considerably
larger; however, some of the removed fragments traveled out
of the field of view and thus are not shown. All larger frag-
ments were composed of two or more blood cells still inter-
connected by partially dissolved fibrin bonds. This can also
be seen well from the colors of the blood cells in the frag-
ments. Blue-colored cells were removed after the completed
corrosion process. Therefore, those cells always appear as
single-cell fragments and cannot appear in larger fragments.
Single-cell fragments may also have been of a color other
than blue, indicating an involvement of the erosion process
in their formation, i.e., the cells were removed after mechan-
ical bond breakage. Larger fragments are always composed
of cells with active bonds to other cells in the fragment.
Therefore, according to color coding of average bond decay,
defined previously, their color is other than blue. It can alsoTABLE 2 Counts of single-cell fragments and CFS-max at
various dissolution times with slow versus faster flow
Time (s)
Slow flow Faster flow
Single-cell
fragments CFS-max
Single-cell
fragments CFS-max
0.10 13 3 114 5
0.15 197 5 2269 660
0.20 1180 20 4690 114
0.25 3230 50 6498 94
Count of single-cell fragments and the corresponding CFS-max for slow
and faster flow at four different dissolution times. The values correspond
to CFS distributions in Fig. 4 B.be seen that the remaining clot is considerably smaller in the
simulation with faster plasma flow than in the simulation
with slow plasma flow. In neither flow regime did dissolu-
tion progress beyond the first layer of blood cells (red-
colored cells), which remained attached to the chamber
wall according to the conditions of the simulation.
Snapshots of the cell assembly at the first few moments
after exposure to the strong mechanical forces of streaming
plasma are shown in Fig. 6. In the simulation, the corrosion
process was excluded (amax ¼ 0 s1 and bmax ¼ 0 s1),
although the forces of streaming plasma to the clot were
above the threshold for mechanical stability of the clot. In
the simulation, the flow corresponded to a pressure gradient
of A1 ¼ 60,000 Pa/m, which is ~40 times higher than in
simulations with faster flow. Blood cells next to the chamberFIGURE 6 Snapshots of the three-dimensional blood clot assembly,
which was exposed to the erosion process only, at two selected simulation
times (t¼ 0.3, 0.9ms). Clot corrosionwas inhibited (amax¼ 0 s1 andbmax¼
0 s1), while the erosion process was induced by plasma flow of an extreme
velocity, which was above the threshold of clot mechanical stability. The
conditions enabled removal of a giant clot fragment (t ¼ 0.9 ms).
Biophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190
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The central part of the clot started dislocating in the flow
direction, which soon resulted in local bond breakage
from mechanical overstretching (t ¼ 0.3 ms). The disloca-
tion became excessively large to the point that the remaining
bonds between cells attached to the wall and the central part
of the clot could no longer resist the forces of flow (t ¼
0.9 ms). The central part of the clot ultimately separated
from the clot in the form of an extremely large clot frag-
ment. All cells in the assembly are red-colored at all simu-
lation times due to the absence of a corrosion process.DISCUSSION
In this study, we proposed a microscale mathematical model
to explain the effect of hemodynamic conditions on clot
fragmentation. The effect was observed experimentally in
our previous studies, in which the fragmentation of model
blood clots during rt-PA-mediated thrombolysis was studied
by optical microscopy (14,15). In the mathematical model,
a blood clot was assumed to be a dynamically changing
assembly of blood cells interconnected with elastic fibrin
bonds that were exposed to biochemical degradation (corro-
sion) as well as to mechanical forces of streaming plasma
(erosion). The principal findings of this study are that 1),
blood clot dissolution is promoted in environments of
high-velocity plasma flow; 2), blood clot dissolution prog-
resses by the removal of clot fragments that are still inter-
connected by a partially dissolved fibrin meshwork; and
3), the sizes of the removed fragments are dependent on
the velocity of plasma flow.
In the model, thrombolytic activity was governed by
two corrosion parameters, spatial ðamaxÞ and deformational
ðbmaxÞ. Simulated TBI curves and the corresponding CD
curves shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate separately the effect
of each corrosion parameter on CD. With both corrosion
parameters, the rates of decrease of TBI and CD curves
increase with each of the parameters. However, for both
curves, the effect of flow on the rate of decrease was notice-
able only with deformational corrosion, whereas practically
no effect on the rate decrease was observed with spatial
corrosion only. This result is in agreement with Eq. 8, in
which the first term, corresponding to spatial corrosion, is
not dependent on plasma flow velocity, whereas the second
term, corresponding to deformational corrosion, is indi-
rectly dependent on plasma flow velocity (via the position
difference in εi;jðtÞ). In most simulations (Fig. 3, A–C), the
conditions were such that the fragments removed from the
clot were mostly small; therefore, the CD curves are mostly
continuous, with only a few smaller leaps (Fig. 3, A and B,
solid triangles and solid circles). However, in the simulation
in Fig. 3 D, the conditions were favorable for the removal of
larger fragments, resulting in discontinuous CD curves. The
simultaneous action of both corrosion parameters on blood
clot dissolution promoted the process, resulting in a fasterBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1181–1190decrease of the TBI and CD curves (Fig. 4 A, Table 1)
compared to the decrease with nonzero spatial corrosion
only (Fig. 3, A and B) or that with nonzero deformational
corrosion only (Fig. 3, C and D). This can be explained
by a more efficient fibrin-bond cleavage with both corrosion
parameters at nonzero.
The CFS distribution with faster plasma flow at t¼ 0.15 s
in Fig. 4 B has many fragments with sizes of several tens to
several hundred blood cells, as well as one larger fragment
with a size of ~1000 blood cells. Interestingly, later dis-
tributions do not have fragments of that size, as they disin-
tegrated into smaller fragments. Evidence of fragment
disintegration after removal from the clot is clinically rele-
vant, as the fragments may pose a risk for embolization in
microvessels. In an extreme situation, the removal of a giant
fragment consisting of nearly the entire blood clot could
induce a life-threatening event, such as pulmonary embo-
lism (16). It cannot be expected that such fragments will
be disintegrated solely by mechanical forces of streaming
blood. As can be seen in the simulation in Fig. 5, blood clots
are mechanically stable structures and can be disintegrated
into smaller fragments without the presence of a thrombo-
lytic agent (i.e., without corrosion) only at extreme hemody-
namic conditions that can be established in vivo neither
physiologically nor pathologically, but only artificially,
e.g., during catheter-guided embolectomy (34). The level
of mechanical force needed for clot disintegration can be
significantly reduced by the application of a thrombolytic
agent that induces clot corrosion and also promotes its
erosion. Thus, with the use of the thrombolytic agent,
clot disintegration under normal hemodynamic conditions
becomes feasible.
In the model, the shape of the initial blood clot assembly
and the selection of the parameters of hemodynamic condi-
tions were motivated by the experimental setup of our pre-
vious studies (14,15), in which quantification of the results
was also performed by CD curves and CFS distributions ob-
tained from a measured nonlysed blood clot area (Fig. 1). In
contrast to simulations of primary platelet thrombus forma-
tion using mobility matrix formalism, which is two-dimen-
sional and includes a relatively limited number of blood
cells (22), this study utilized an initial blood clot assembly
modeled as a three-dimensional structure with a larger
number of blood cells. Moreover, the corrosion parameters
between different bonds were randomly distributed to break
the equivalency between the bonds, thus increasing clot
heterogeneity (12).
In the model, RBCs were assumed to be spherical,
whereas their real shape is discoid. Therefore, it was not
possible to retain both the mass and dimension of the
RBC. It was decided to overestimate RBC mass (from
1 1013 kg to 5.8 1013 kg) rather than to underestimate
its dimension (RBC radius), as this was more preferable
in view of computational stability. Stability is conditioned
by a short enough simulation time step, which should not
MD Study of Thrombolysis 1189exceed the characteristic timescale of the system (35). For
the model, the timescale was estimated by the oscillation
period of a blood cell pair interconnected by a fibrin fiber
bond, which is of the order of several microseconds. Based
on parallel simulations at various simulation time steps, the
simulation time step of 3 ms was found to be the best
compromise between numerical stability and computational
speed. As many simulations were needed for the study
(results of the study comprise 51 simulation runs), it was
decided to keep the computational time/simulation below
4 h, which corresponded to 90,000 simulation steps, or a
simulation time of 0.27 s on a standard PC. The size of
the remaining clot and of the removed fragments was calcu-
lated only after every 300 simulation steps, thus reducing
computational time while retaining the precision of the
simulated results.
Our previous experiments using optical microcopy (see
Fig. 1) (14,15) were done on artificial blood clots with
cross-section areas of 1 mm2 that were dissolving for
30 min, whereas in the simulation, the clot cross-section
area was 0.06 mm2 and the simulation time was 0.27 s.
Therefore, the dissolution rate in the simulation was two
orders of magnitude faster than that in the experiments.
This is mainly due to the large corrosion coefficients
a and b. If the coefficients were two orders of magnitude
smaller, the expected dissolution rate in the simulation
would approach that of the experiment. The corrosion coef-
ficients were set high to reduce the number of simulation
steps needed (thus saving computational time) to obtain
reasonable clot volume reduction within the simulation
time. Parallel simulations that were done with corrosion
coefficients five times lower (each thus taking 15 h) resulted
in a qualitatively equal progression of CD, with, however,
a five-times-longer simulation time. Therefore, it may be
expected that any further reduction of the corrosion coeffi-
cients, even a significant reduction, e.g., a reduction by a
factor of 1000, would result in a similar progression of
CD in a proportionally longer simulation time.
Another limitation of our study was the phenomenolog-
ical modeling of biochemical bond decay. Specifically,
fibrin bonds decayed with a BDR reciprocal to the local
CBI. In addition, the decay rate was also proportional to
relative bond stretching. Using this approach, calculation
of the migration dynamics of individual thrombolytic-agent
molecules and their interaction with fibrin bonds was
avoided. Instead, an average effect of the thrombolytic agent
was considered, thus significantly reducing computational
load. However, in contrast to the study of nonpassive alloy
erosion-corrosion wear loss (25), in our study a complete
determination of the parameters determining BDR, i.e.,
corrosion parameters a and b, was not possible due to
lack of experimental data. The values of the corrosion
parameters were based on parallel simulations in which
CD and fragmentation were obtained within the simulation
time. Computational load was reduced further by neglectingsteric interaction between blood cells and by simplifying the
fluid-structure interaction to the drag force proportional to
velocity differences between blood cells and fluid medium.
In addition, we did not consider the effect of blood clot and
removed fragments on the plasma-flow-velocity profile, i.e.,
the profile was calculated for the situation where there is no
blood clot or fragments in the flow channel. One of the
model limitations is also an exclusion of the hydrodynamic
interaction, which may influence clot fragmentation, espe-
cially at higher plasma flow velocities. It may be expected
that the hydrodynamic interaction would result in somewhat
larger fragments (36). In addition, an inclusion of the phys-
iological RBC mass, and especially RBC discoid shape, in
the model would enable a better estimation of RBC motion,
as well as of RBC-flow interactions. Since the calculation of
hydrodynamic interactions in a system with a large number
of particles is computationally very demanding (22,37,38),
and because of the low power of the available computer,
hydrodynamic interactions were not included in the model.
Such interactions could be included in the model after
a significant reduction of the clot assembly size. Another
limitation of the study is the assumption of a Newtonian
fluid medium, since blood is nonNewtonian, as it includes
significant shear-thinning effects. The model for clot
fragmentation presented here could be further improved
by including more advanced fluid-structure interaction
(22,23,39) combined with biochemical reactions governing
dissolution kinetics (40). In addition, the use of parallel
computing could help further reduce computational time,
thus enabling simulation of problems with a higher com-
plexity (41).CONCLUSION
In this study, a microscale mathematical model of blood clot
dissolution was developed to elucidate the mechanism of
clot fragmentation in flow-mediated thrombolysis. The
results of the simulations indicate that blood clot dissolution
is faster with faster plasma flow, and that blood clot disinte-
gration occurs in the form of clot fragments of various flow-
dependent sizes. These findings are qualitatively in good
agreement with the experimental results of our previous
studies (14,15), supporting the hypothesis of this study,
that blood clot dissolution is a corrosion-erosion process
in which the biochemical reactions of a fibrinolytic system
(corrosion) and the mechanical forces of streaming plasma
(erosion) act in parallel. The findings of this study may
contribute to a better understanding of the process of clot
fragmentation and may also therefore be of help in the
designing of new safer thrombolytic approaches.
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